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Abstract. In present paper, by proving a new integral identity, using Ho¨lder’s inequality and
mathematical analysis, we prove some Hermite-Hadamard type integral inequalities for geomet-
rically quasi-convex functions which give better estimates to those already proven for the right-
side of a Hermite-Hadamard type inequality established for geometrically convex functions in
earlier works. A numerical example is also provided to support our claim. Applications of the
results to special means of positive real numbers are given.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A function g W J  R! R is said to be convex on J if
g .lC .1 /m/ g .l/C .1 /g .m/
holds for every l;m 2 J and  2 Œ0;1. There are several accomplishments of the role
of convexity towards the field of inequalities and in the other branches of pure and
applied mathematics but one of them is the celebrated Hermite Hadamard inequality,










g .l/d l  g .r/Cg .w/
2
; (1.1)
where g W '¤ J R!R is a convex function and r ,w 2 J with r <w. Undeniably,
the inequality (1.1) specifies a necessary and sufficient conditions for a function g to
be convex on the interval Œr;w.
The approach of quasi-convex functions speculates the concept of convex func-
tions, that is a function g W J R!R is quasi-convex on J if the following relaxation
of Jensen’s inequality holds
g .lC .1 /m/maxfg .l/ ;g .m/g
c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for 0   1.
A large number of papers have been written to provide refinements and general-
izations of the inequalities (1.1) during the past few years by using convexity, quasi-
convexity and their generalizations, see for instance [1–9], [11–17] and the references
therein.
Many researchers have tried to generalize the notions of usual convexity and quasi-
convexity in a number of approaches, one of the generalizations of the usual convex-
ity is the geometric convexity which is avowed in the definition below.
Definition 1 ([10]). A function g W J  .0;1/! .0;1/ is said to be geometrically




 Œg .l/ Œg .m/1 
holds for x, y 2 J and  2 Œ0;1.
The definition was further generalized by Qi and Xi in [12] as follows.
Definition 2 ([12]). A function g W J  Œ0;1/! Œ0;1/ is called geometrically




 supfg .l/ ;g .m/g
holds for l;m 2 J and  2 Œ0;1.
Remark 1. [12] If g W J  Œ0;1/! Œ0;1/ is decreasing and geometrically quasi-
convex on J , then it is quasi-convex on J . If g W J  Œ0;1/! Œ0;1/ is increasing
and quasi-convex on J , then it is geometrically quasi-convex on J .
Example 1. The function g .l/D ls , l 2 RC for s 2 R geometrically quasi-convex





ˇˇs D lsms.1 / 
8<: m
s; s  0
ls; s < 0:
Some of the main results from [12] for geometrically quasi-convex functions are
given in following theorems.
Theorem 1 ([12]). Let g W J  RC ! R be a differentiable on J ı and g0 2













































2.lnw lnr/ ; r  1;
w lnwCr lnrC2 w r
lnw lnr ; r < 1 < w;
w r .w lnw r lnr/
2.lnw lnr/ ; w  1:
Theorem 2 ([12]). Let g W J  RC! R be a differentiable mapping on J ı and
g




is a geometrically quasi-convex on
Œr;w for q > 1, thenˇˇˇˇ





















































; r  1;
.lnw/2C.lnr/2
lnw lnr ; r < 1 < w;
 w lnwCr lnr
2
; w  1:
Theorem 3 ([12]). Let g W J RC!R be a differentiable on J ı and g0 2LŒr;w




is a geometrically convex on Œr;w for q > 1 and `
is a real number such that q > ` > 0. Thenˇˇˇˇ



















































where M .r;w/ and N .r;w/ are defined in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2.
The main objective of the present paper is to provide new Hermite-Hadamard type
inequalities for geometrically quasi-convex functions which provide refinements of
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the results given in [12]. A numerical example is provided to justify our claim. Ap-
plications of our results to special means are presented as well in Section 3.
2. INEQUALITIES FOR GEOMETRICALLY QUASI-CONVEX FUNCTIONS
The following two Lemmas are requisite to authorize our major determinations in
this section:
Lemma 1. Suppose J  R! R be a differentiable on J ı and g0 2 L.Œr;w/, for
















































































































Let l D r 1 2 w 1C2 in J1 and integrating by parts, we get

















Now let l D r 1C2 w 1 2 in J2 and integrating by parts, we have























By adding (2.3) and (2.2), we get required result. 
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; r < w < 1;
lnrC3 lnw
4
; 1 < r < w;
5.lnw/2C.lnr/2C2.lnr/.lnw/
4.lnw lnr/ ; r < 1 < w;rw < 1;
.lnw/2


























lnw lnr ; r < w < 1;
2Œ wCprw prw ln.prw/Cw lnw
lnw lnr ; 1 < r < w;
2Œ2Cprw ln.prw/ prwCw lnw w
lnw lnr ; r < 1 < w;rw < 1;
2Œw lnw wC1
lnw lnr ; r < 1 < w;rw D 1:
Proof. The proof can be done by simple computations. 
Theorem 4. Let g W J  RC ! R be a differentiable mapping on J ı and g0 2




is a geometrically quasi-convex on Œr;w,
thenˇˇˇˇ









































where .r;w/ is defined in Lemma 2.
Proof. From Lemma 1 and using Ho¨lder inequality, It is easy to observe that the
following inequality holds
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The inequality (2.4) can be obtained by using (2.6) and (2.7) in (2.5). 
Theorem 5. Let g W J  RC ! R be a differentiable mapping on J ı and g0 2




is a geometrically quasi-convex on Œr;w
for q > 1, thenˇˇˇˇ



































































where  .r;w/ and .r;w/ are defined in Lemma 2.
Proof. From Lemma 1 and using Ho¨lder inequality, we haveˇˇˇˇ
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d D  .w;r/ : (2.15)
A combination of the results (2.9)-(2.15) gives us the required inequality (2.8).
Hence the proof of the theorem is complete. 
Theorem 6. Let g W J  RC! R be a differentiable on J ı and g0 2 LŒr;w for




is a geometrically convex on Œr;w for q > 1 and ` is a
real number such that q > ` > 0. Thenˇˇˇˇ















































































where .r;w/ is defined in Lemma 2.
Proof.ˇˇˇˇ






























































































































































































































































































































Applying (2.18)-(2.21) in (2.17), we get (2.16). This completes the proof of the
theorem. 
Theorem 7. Let g W RC! R0 be a geometrically quasi-convex function on Œr;w






















	C sup˚g.prw/;g.w/	 : (2.22)
Proof. It is easy to observe that
.rw/
1
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2 /d D 1











































































 sup˚g .r/ ;g  prw	 : (2.28)
Adding (2.25) and (2.28) and dividing the resulting inequality by 2, we get the in-
equality (2.22). Thus the proof of the theorem is completed. 
Theorem 8. Let g;h W Œr;w R! R be a geometrically convex function on Œr;w
and gh 2 L.Œr;w/, then the following inequality holds
1





















Csup˚g  prwh prw ;g .r/h prw ;g  prwh.r/ ;g .r/h.r/	 : (2.29)
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Proof. Let l D r 1 2 w 1C2 , 0    1 and using the geometric quasi-convex of g
and h on Œr;w, we have
2


























 sup˚g  prwh prw ;g .w/h prw ;g  prwh.w/;g .w/h.w/	 : (2.30)
Similarly, the substitution l D r 1C2 w 1 2 , 0   1, gives us the following result
2

























 sup˚g  prwh prw ;g .r/h prw ;g  prwh.r/ ;g .r/h.r/	 : (2.31)
Adding (2.30) and (2.31) and dividing the resulting inequality by 2, we get (2.29).

3. APPLICATIONS TO SPECIAL MEANS












; r ¤ w;




lnw lnr ; r ¤ w;












L.r;w/ ; s D 1;
I .r;w/ ; s D 0;
The above means are known as respectively the geometric, the exponential, the log-
arithmic and the generalized logarithmic means of two positive real numbers a and
b.
We now give applications of our results to the above means.
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Theorem 9. Let w > r > 0 and s 2 R.




 jsC1j lnI .G .a;b/ ;w/
.lnw  lnr/Ls  rsC1;wsC1s
 ˚ws .G .a;b/ w/C ŒG .a;b/s .G .a;b/  r/	 : (3.1)




   jsC1j lnI .G .a;b/ ;w/
.lnw  lnr/Ls  rsC1;wsC1s
 ˚ŒG .a;b/s .G .a;b/ w/C rs .G .a;b/  r/	 : (3.2)










jsC1jms; ; s  0












2 ; ; s  0
jsC1j ls; s < 0:






D jsC1j ls for s 2 R, s ¤  1, is geometrically
quasi-convex on RC.
Now



























































r  prwCprw ln prw  r lnr
lnw  lnr





rw  r lnI  prw;r
lnw  lnr :
Substituting (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) in Theorem 4, we get (3.1). The inequality (3.2)
can be obtained in similar way. 
The following numerical example illustrates that our results provide refinements
of the results given in [12].
For the geometrically quasi-convex function g .x/ D x3, x 2 RC, the following
table is prepared using mathematica.
Function Error Bound of Theorem 4 Error Bound of Theorem 1





g .x/D x3;aD 3
2
;b D 2 10:4408 11:6002





Similarly we can make tables for comparison of the results given in Theorem 2
and Theorem 3 with those given in Theorem 5 and Theorem 6 respectively.
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